1. Name of Club: Govt. Girl’s College, Ajmer

2. Email ID: niharika11891@gmail.com

EMAIL ID OF INSTITUTION: ggcajmer@gmail.com

3. Name Of Club Coordinator ( TEACHER ): 
4. Mobile No. Of Club Coordinator (TEACHER): 9024385237
5. Name Of Club Coordinator (STUDENT): Miss Nadshree Vashishtha
6. Mobile No. of Club Coordinator (STUDENT): 7425884251

G OVERNMENT GIRLS' COLLEGE, AJMER
Under the aegis of RUSA, EK BHARAT SHRESHTA BHARAT, NSS activities were conducted under various schemes/programmes aimed at synchronizing the confluence of CULTURE AND EXCHANGE programmes of Rajasthan and the paired state ie, ASSAM.
Various activities pertaining to EK BHARAT SHRESHTA BHARA, like;

learning language and literature of paired state, Organising online Drawing Competition, Online Poster making Competition, Essay Competition Organised On Death Anniversary of our Former Prime Minister LT. Rajiv Gandhi, Conducting Interaction on COVID 19 Awareness Guidelines, Rendering service during COVID 19 Pandemic Crisis by Distributing FOOD to Marginalised, Backward, Poor Section hard hit by COVID 19 Crisis, Poetry On COVID 19 Pandemic, Organising E–DANCE for Raising Awareness on COVID 19, Manufacturing and Distributing Masks,
Creating Online Messages For Awareness and SOCIAL DISTANCING Norms being set out by the Government, Using Aesthetics As a Means for social and mental peace by creating Art and Crafts, Organised EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT UTSAV through Swachhta, Social Distancing, and Power Point Presentation, and Encouraged Students to download AROGYA SETU APP as a proactive and timely, safety intervention, to minimize impact and spreading of COVID-19.

1. Name Of activity - Learning Language Of Paired State
   a) DATE : 17/02/2020
   b) Brief Description Of Activity- Language And literary terms Of Paired State (ASSAM) Was
disseminated and discussed amongst members of the club

2. Name Of activity – Online rangoli for peace and harmony
   DATE : 24/03 /2020

d) Brief Description Of Activity- Rangoli was prepared by club members as part of ek bharat shrestha bharat programme, where the theme was based on peace so as to provide a sigh of relief and peace amidst the ongoing COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
3. Name Of activity - Swachta Abhiyan: Raising Awareness on COVID 19

e) DATE : 25/04/2020
f) Brief Description Of Activity- Measures and practices being laid out under govt. interventions was disseminated amongst the targeted public, whereby awareness through posters, interaction, Immunity boosting process, and community as well as focus on individual cleanliness and hygiene was given.
4. Name Of activity - Poster competition

DATE : 21/05/2020

Brief Description Of Activity- A Poster competition on the theme “INDIA- OF BAPU’S DREAMS” was organized in which members participated with great fervor. Respect and Homage was paid in the form of Posters to retrospect and intrigue our minds and painting a poster symbolic of Gandhiji’s life, cherished Ideals’ and time tested principles. Members prepared posters which reflected the underlying strength of our social fabric of our nation and embodying the spirit of “unity in diversity” AND CLEANLINESS.
5. Name Of activity-  Ek parinda mera bhi abhiyan  
DATE : 17/04/2020  

Brief Description Of Activity- Earthen bowls – meant to provide water in times of humid climate and summer to birds and animals alike, was given to members so as to carry on the purpose with which these activities of societal welfare are performed. As a result of the noble initiative many birds got relief in a time of great distress.
5. Name Of activity- Making and Distributing Masks,

DATE : 28/05 /2020

Brief Description Of Activity:- Masks were handed out to impoverished, poor and needy poor persons who otherwise would have had been infected under COVID 19 PANDEMIC. As a proactive and timely intervention and a unified response was made to fight the perils that COVID 19 Threatens mankind.
Ek Bharat shreshth Bharat against covid-19

Govt. Girls' College Ajmer mask distribution